


Educoin is based on the private for-profit and asset classic to hold future 
value. We are not affiliated with the government nor with nonprofit orga-
nizations. Our mission is to give value to students’ coins to keep for the 
future or use immediately for the cause to help other students around 
the world. It is community-based and run by 75% and 25% owners to im-
prove and maintain the community platform also keeps for good cuases.

Our founder Shah Mahmoodi sees 
an excellent opportunity to fund 
education funding barberries using 
blockchain technology. Shah Mah-
moodi had a horrible experience 
while he was a grade 12 student. 
Shah wanted to pursue audio engi-
neering at Brooklyn university due 

to a lack of financial support, no sup-
port from the government $75000 
at the time; he could not go to the 
audio engineering school. However, 
Shah Mahmoodi had all the academ-
ic requirements. He got accepted in 
many schools such as Brooklyn uni-
versity, Full Sail University and the 
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institute of art and technology of 
Pitbaarges. The founder of Educoin 
believes in changing lives, support-
ing students and giving them means 
and hopes to invest small amounts 
now and not be required for others 
to help us in the future. We live in

uncertainty, central control by 
prominent financial institutes to 
determine our futures. It is no 
longer acceptable. We are seeking 
a new alternative decentralized 
funding.

WHY DECENTRALIZATION?
We are standing at a pivotal mo-
ment in innovation. Until now, cen-
tralization has been a prerequisite 
for all of our official structures. 
Political, educational, and finan-
cial systems are, and have always 
been, crafted in a way that does 
not equally and ethically distribute 
power to those functioning within 
them. There have been times in our 
history where this sort of internal 
structure played an important role, 
but in an age with the world’s in-
formation available at the click of 
a button, it is time to rethink.
2022 opened our eyes to how lit-
tle control the average person has 
in the face of these overarch-
ing, generational structures when 
GameStop and AMC stock value
exploded seemingly overnight. 
WallStreetBets tested the waters 
of what it would
look like to disperse control to con-
sumers and inexperienced inves-
tors alike.
It was inspiring, but it did not last 

long. Just when the movement 
seemed to be on the brink of suc-
cess, it throttles by the bureau-
cracy of our centralized society. 
However, not before this concept 
of a new power took root.
Months before these events made 
international news, Shah set his 
75% community-based crypto-
currency experiment into motion. 
Cryptocurrency itself comes from 
the idea of redefining wealth and 
how it can be acquired, which goes 
against traditional processes by 
its very nature. And yet,
Most, if not all, cryptocurrencies 
function within enforceable rules. 
It is easy to see
when we look back at cases like 
the SEC’s win over the Kin Eco-
system (centralized authority), or 
when we consider how the Binance 
Smart Chain seems to use central-
ized control to our “benefits” over 
their decentralized partnerships
In the ever-shifting economic 
landscape, cryptocurrencies that 



2. We are not from an existing community, let alone a preassembled team. 
The brilliant minds behind Educoins had never collaborated before.
They were a new team of developers, designers, moderators, marketers, 
and supporters. When they joined the Educoin Helpers, they found where 
their talents could use best and got to work from anywhere in the world.

3. We love educoin. We are proud of the Educoin Helpers’ origins and 
equally excited for our future. Our founder, Shah, chose to start Edu-
coin from nothing and gave the direction of the currency to our Helper 
(which rapidly grew members strong).

4. Starting with nothing means everyone has to bring something to the 
table.The holders and believers in our Educoin Helpers have been the 
source of all our success. They and fellow holders, admins, mods, leaders 
of international chat rooms, social media influencers, meme makers, Sup-
porters, and most of all, friends. THANKs. They are the natural Educoin 
Helpers, and we salute them.

do not take their independence into 
their own hands struggles with a 
tenuous existence.
When the game rules change against 
their favour, they have no option.
However, to comply, regardless 
of the consequences. Shah ap-
proached the creation of our com-
munity from a unique perspective. 
“We believe through the power of 
collective decentralization we can 
build something stronger than a 
centralized team ever could create. 
A community-run token is nothing 
without the united individuals who 
give it purpose.” From the early 

days of Educoin, we became known 
as the Educoin, Educoin Helpers 
both amongst ourselves and across 
countless other platforms.  For 
many, it became part of their us-
ername, handle, and avatars/pro-
file pictures which they switched 
to our valued educoin. Whether 
they are a  recruit or part of the 
granddad help, if they fly under 
the Educoin banner, they must em-
brace our founding principles:

We started from zero, with zero. 
It is the spirit of our project to 
create something.



Token Sale
 5%  Presale 
 
       
 10%  Swap
       
 
 20%  Exchange 
           
      
 10%  Marketing

 30%  Brun

 25%  Owner keep for good cuases

Why Presales?

Building a community requires solid financial assets; we want to sell coins 
initially to raise capital for our project and improve the platform’s site, 
security, and interactivity. It has a great advantage to holders with mini-
mum investment who can hold a more significant amount of Educoins. Great 
risks and rewards are involved in any asset classic such as gold, proper-
ty, stock, and Crypto. Educoins is falling in crypto classic in its high-risk 
nature investment in the flip side they can invest small on us for a more 
significant cause, change lives, support other direct, and from $1 they in 
invest 10% will go to directly to the helpless student the minutes they 
purchase the Educoin. They will get the total amount of the dollar’s value 
in their welts; on the other hand, they will have people without money. 
To illustrate this scenario, they have spent $1 to buy 1 million Educoins. 
We transform 1 million Educoins they welt address. Then we gave $0.10 
to helpless students and $.90 we spent on our platforms. Double dept, 



they get their value coins and help others without money. It is a win-win 
situation for them.

Buying on swap 

We want our community members to have the best experience, save more 
while buying our coins, not pay high fees, and be more secure—direct con-
nection to their favourite welts. 

Major Exchange Platforms

Our founder worked hard to register Educoin to several significant ex-
changes to get more exposure to our coins and get more value by selling 
them. However, registering Educoin on exchange has disadvantages due 
to middlemen (exchange platform). Also, inexperienced people will lose 
much money on exchanges such as Bitmart, Hotbit and extra. There are 
many restrictions and deposits and withdrawals. 

Own Wallet 

Every exciting stage in our journey in phase 2, we will be completely in-
dependent and have the most secure owned wallet. Our central goal is to 
have a safe place to park our coins, easy access, and compatibility with 
significant hard welts such as Ledger or Electrum.  

Swap

Our swap will get updated regularly and implement cutting-edge technol-
ogy.
 



 Ö 1000 Twitter members & 1000 Holders
 Ö Digital Marketing Campaign

January 2022

 Ö Website Lanuch & branding
 Ö Connecting with Twitter
 Ö Pancakeswap listing

Auguest 2022

Growth

Launch

July 2021

Expansion
 Ö Educoin Swap (decentralize Exchange)
 Ö Initial CEX Listing (Hotbit, Bitmart & Bilaxy, )
 Ö 5000 Twitter member & more marketing 

December 2022

Final Phase
 Ö Bianace Listing & newton Listing
 Ö Vote for  manual or automatic burn  
 Ö  Create own wallet & own exchange 

    

Visual Road Map



Own Exchange

We will develop our exchange platform; our community members want 
to sell or exchange their coins easily and quickly. In addition, we will not 
put restrictions on deposits or withdrawals, and there will be no fees for 
Educoin holders while they perform transactions.

Educoin PAPER (WHITE PAPER) 
It is a living document, and information is up to date at publishing. Please 
note that information herein does not constitute investment advice, fi-
nancial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and should not 
treat any of the content as such. The Educoin team suggests They con-
duct their due diligence and consult their financial advisor before making 
any investment decisions. By purchasing any Educoin product, They agree 
that they are not purchasing a security or investment and agree to hold 
the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes they may incur. 
They also agree that the team presents the products as-is and does not 
need any support or services. They should not expect any form from the 
Educoins Ecosystem and its team. Although Educoin is a community-driven 
Defi Ecosystem and not a registered digital currency, the team strongly 
recommends that citizens in areas with a government ban on Crypto not 
purchase it because the team cannot ensure compliance with the terri-
tory’s regulations. Always make sure that they comply with the local laws 
and regulations before making any purchase.



Our Crypto Educoin design thoughtfully stand out 
from  crowed, and we are proud of our brands.

Logo Educoin



Our Crypto Educoin design thoughtfully stand out 
from  crowed, and we are proud of our brands.

Future Logo Educoin


